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There are several well-known methods of ranking university and higher educa-
tion systems in different countries. Several recent studies have questioned whether 
it is even possible to compare systems that operate against different backgrounds. 
Such criticisms stand on solid ground. It is indeed impossible to arrive at a single- 
dimension order of rank for such complex systems as universities and institutes 
of higher education. This study sets out instead to apply well-chosen elements in 
a family of state-of-the-art data-mining or bi-clustering methods for arriving at 
an informative picture of relative university and higher-education rankings. Bi- 
clustering produces leagues of comparable entities alongside indicators that pro-
duce a similar grouping of them. Within such ranks, partial rankings can be speci-
fied that serve as a proper basis for benchmarking.

Decentralization and budget constraints  
Why should costs be borne by those benefiting from them?
Tamás Vasvári

A major factor in fiscal decentralization and fiscal policy is the extent of overlap 
between those bearing expenditure and those benefiting from it. The study offers 
a novel view of financial management in local government, integrating the theories 
of golden rule and soft budget constraint. It is argued that local-government leaders 
always have an interest in relieving the burden on the current local inhabitants by 
providing better services and/or reducing costs (satisfying and relieving). This gives 
the basis for expansion drive and softening of the budget constraints, though it may 
also encourage wanton spending at others’ expense. The second part views the extent 
to which the criterion of coinciding cost bearers and beneficiaries has been met over 
almost 30 years of Hungarian local government. It appears that the financial burden 
of providing public services has been passed to future generations, mainly through 
deteriorating assets and increasing internal indebtedness. Meanwhile it has become 
systematic to pass on the financial burden spatially by applying for extra central-gov-
ernment support, which again indicates political clientelism. The share of local funds 
in financing investment projects has been falling, while supports have become more 
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prevalent. The results seem to confirm the observation of Fink and Stratman (2009) 
that there is no uniform budget constraint on local governments. Those favoured are 
more likely to receive extra funds for their public services or implemented projects 
and less subject to fiscal discipline.

Exchange rates and unconventional monetary-policy instruments
Gábor Dávid Kiss and Mercédesz Mészáros

Exchange-rate turbulence in the last decade has been triggered by many causes, of 
which one is structural change in monetary policy. The paper analyses the exchange-
rate impacts of zero-lower bound and unconventional instruments on a sample of 
seven European central banks through quarterly data for 2007‒2018. Dynamic panel 
regressions were fitted to the whole sample and to three subsets to mark regional dif-
ferences. Expanding unconventional monetary-policy instruments were captured in 
the ratio of lending and securities to foreign-exchange reserves and in expansion of 
balance-sheet size, compared to its initial value in the first quarter of 2007. Intro-
ducing unconventional instruments had a similar indirect impact on exchange rates, 
which can augment the conventional interest-rate parity.

Post-socialist housing systems in Hungary and Poland
Hanna Augustyniak, Adrienne Csizmady, József Hegedüs, Jacek Łaszek and 
Krzysztof Olszewski

The paper compares housing-system development in Poland and Hungary, focusing 
on the expansion of FX-lending. Housing systems in the two countries developed 
in similar ways: both came under Soviet influence after World War II, so that their 
social and economic regimes and housing trends followed similar courses. Their 
regime changes coincided and occurred without major internal conflicts. Housing 
regimes thereafter remained similar: the state-owned rental sector shrank, the owner- 
occupied sector expanded, and private home ownership became the norm. Economic 
stabilisation in the early 2000s brought a boom in home lending. The share of FX 
mortgage lending increased significantly in both countries. However, detailed anal-
ysis shows that their housing-policy interventions followed different patterns after 
1998, which meant that the consequences of the 2008 crisis were different. In Hun-
gary, “rescuing” foreign-currency creditors was central in housing-policy debates in 
2009‒2015, while in Poland the FX loan crisis caused no major social tensions. The 
authors conclude that despite the divergence in their housing systems, the paths in 
Poland and Hungary can be seen as different versions of the same regime.


